FLAMERS RADIO & ANOTHER LEVEL PROMOTION

MORE LIFE 2015

I-OCTANE  MACKA DIAMOND
MS DYNAMITE  STONE LOVE
MIGHTY CROWN

BANK HOLIDAY SUNDAY ALL NIGHTER

24TH MAY 2015  10:30PM - 5AM

@ O2 ACADEMY BRIXTON
211 STOCKWELL ROAD, LONDON SW9 9SL
MORE LIFE 2015 IS A LIVE CULTURE EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER. FIVE ACTS ON THE SAME STAGE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE HEART OF LONDON, BRINGING ALL THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC WITH STRONG DANCEHALL BASILINES AND REGGAE MELODIES.

I-OCTANE  MACKA DIAMOND  MS DYNAMITE  STONE LOVE  MIGHTY CROWN

MIGHTY CROWN & STONE LOVE IN SOUTH LONDON TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY

I-OCTANE / MACKA DIAMOND / MS DYNAMITE
"THE IMMORTAL" STONE LOVE  "THE FAR EAST RULERS" MIGHTY CROWN

MUSIC SUPPLIED BY FLAMESRADIO STREET TEAM AND INDUSTRY COLLEAGUES:
STEREO MELLO SOUND / WORLD POWER SOUND  DANGA VYBZ / MONSTA SOUND

TICKET PRICES:
EARLY BIRD (STANDING) £20.00 / STALLS (STANDING) £27.50
CIRCLE (SEATED) £30.00
24HR INFO HOTLINE: 07506 850 690 OR 07956 592 630

DOORS OPEN 10:30PM - 5AM

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT
BOX OFFICE: 0844 477 200 OR 07506 850 690 / 07956 592 630
ONLINE: www.ticketweb.co.uk  www.flamesradio.co.uk

TICKET OUTLETS

EAST LONDON
ANOTHER LEVEL HAIR STUDIO: Stratford - 020 8519 4760
LADY GLITTER HAIR SALON: Dalston, London - 020 7254 3485

WEST LONDON
WEBSTER RECORDS: Shepherd's Bush - 020 8740 4681
HAWKEYE RECORDS: Brent Park - 020 8961 0866

SOUTH LONDON
SUPERTONE RECORDS: Bristol - 020 7737 7761
MAESTRO RECORDS: Peckham - 020 7635 7299

NORTH LONDON
BODY MUSIC: Tottenham - 020 8802 0146
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